Abstract. Let p be an odd prime, G = Z m p , the elementary abelian p-group of rank m, and let Γ be the group of principal units of the ring 
− m . This result more than confirms the necessity of the assumption p > m in Featherstonhaugh's work and further reinforces the remark closing [GP87] that "in the construction of Hopf Galois extensions there is a certain arbitrariness, in contrast to the classical case where the Galois group always comes with the field".
For a survey of work on Hopf Galois extensions prior to 2000, see [Ch00] .
1. The structure of Γ As above and for the remainder of the paper, Γ is the group 1 + M of principal units of the finite ring R = F p [x]/(x m+1 ), a local ring with maximal ideal M generated by the image in R of the indeterminate x. We note that Γ is isomorphic to the group G m (R) = (M, + G m ) of R-points of the multiplicative formal group G m , via the isomorphism ψ :
We are interested in the structure of Γ as a finite abelian group.
Proposition 1. Γ is the direct sum of the cyclic groups generated by
Thus the subgroup ∆ of Γ generated by {1 + x r } for all r with 1 ≤ r ≤ m is the same as that generated 
To show that Γ is the direct sum of the cyclic groups generated by 1 + x r for (r, p) = 1, it suffices to show that ∆ = Γ.
Let
be an arbitrary element of m. We show that for 1 ≤ r ≤ m there is a product h r of elements of ∆ so that
For r = 1 we have
Suppose for r ≥ 1 we have h r−1 in ∆ so that
Then we set
By induction, f (x) is in ∆; hence ∆ = Γ.
Since e r = 1 for all r iff m < p, we have
Corollary 3. As abelian groups,
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 1, the element 1 + x r has order p e r if and
Hopf Galois structures
As noted in the introduction, to find Hopf Galois structures on a Galois extension L/K of fields with Galois group Γ, we need to find regular embeddings
for G a group of the same cardinality as Γ. For σ in Γ, write Then the map β :
Then a subgroup H of Hol(G) is regular if |H| = |G| and {v|(v, A) ∈ H} = G.

Proposition 4. There is a regular subgroup of Hol(G)
is a 1-1 ring homomorphism that restricts to a 1-1 group homomorphism
Evidently, the image of β includes all v in F m p = G, so β(Γ) is a regular subgroup of Hol(G).
As observed in [Ch05, Section 5], given the regular subgroup β(Γ) = J of Hol(G), we obtain |Aut(Γ)| regular embeddings, namely, embeddings of the form βα, where α is an arbitrary element of Aut(Γ). Two embeddings βα and βα are equivalent if there exists an element γ of Aut(G) = GL m (F p ) in the stabilizer of J so that conjugation by γ takes βα to βα . More precisely, let
If we denote by C(γ) the inner automorphism of Hol(G) given by conjugation by γ in Aut(G), then βα and βα are equivalent if there exists an element γ in Sta(J) so that C(γ)βα = βα . So we need to compute |Aut(Γ)|, where a 1,1 . . . a 1,d 1 a 2,1 . . . a 2,d 2 . . . a e, 
If we write elements of Γ as column vectors
End(Γ) = ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ (Z d 1 p , Z d 1 p ) (Z d 2 p 2 , Z d 1 p ) · · · (Z d e p e , Z d 1 p ) (Z d 1 p , Z d 2 p 2 ) (Z d 2 p 2 , Z d 2 p 2 ) · · · (Z d e p e , Z d 2 p 2 ) . . . (Z d 1 p , Z d e p e ) (Z d 2 p 2 , Z d e p e ) · · · (Z d e p e , Z d e p e ) ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ . Now (Z p r , Z p s ) ∼ = Z p s if r ≥End(Γ) = ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ (Z p ) d 1 ,d 1 (Z p ) d 1 ,d 2 · · · (Z p ) d 1 ,d e ) p(Z p 2 ) d 2 ,d 1 (Z p 2 ) d 2 ,d 2 · · · (Z p 2 ) d 2 ,d e . . . p e−1 (Z p e ) d e ,d 1 p e−2 (Z p e ) d e ,d 2 · · · (Z p e ) d e ,d e ) ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ .
Now an element A of End(Γ) is an automorphism iff its image in End(
Hence for l < k, the cardinality of the (l, k) block, ( To determine g k , we have the short exact sequence of groups:
and so
